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In this article, we propose an Allen-like approach to deal with different types of temporal
constraints about periodic events. We consider the different components of such constraints
(thus, unlike Allen, we also take into account qualitative constraints) including frame times,
user-defined periods, qualitative temporal constraints, and numeric quantifiers and the interac-
tions between such components. We propose a specialized high-level formalism to represent
temporal constraints about periodic events; temporal reasoning on the formalism is performed by
a path-consistency algorithm repeatedly applying our operations of inversion, intersection, and
composition and by a specialized reasoner about periods and numeric quantification. The
high-level formalism has been designed in such a way that different types of temporal constraints
about periodic events can be represented in a compact and (hopefully) user-friendly way and
path-consistency–based temporal reasoning on the formalism can be performed in polynomial
time. We also prove that our definitions of inversion, intersection, and composition and, thus, of
our path-consistency algorithm are correct. This article also sketches the general architecture of
the temporal manager for periodic events (TeMP�), a prototype of temporal manager that has
been designed on the basis of our approach. As a working example, we show an application of
our approach to scheduling in a school. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interest toward the treatment of periodic (repeated [Cukierman & Del-
grande, 96, Loganantharaj & Gimbrone, 95a]) events is increasing rapidly in many
research areas such as artificial intelligence (AI), temporal databases (TDB),
concurrent programs verifications, workflow analysis, and protocol/guidelines
management. In all such areas, the treatment of different types of temporal
constraints about repeated/periodic events is a main issue.
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Generally, the treatment of temporal constraints has attracted a lot of attention
within the AI community. Already at the beginning of the 1980s, many AI works
recognized that reasoning with temporal constraints is a ubiquitous problem of
many intelligent activities, and started to devise specialized approaches to deal
with them in an efficient way (see, e.g., Refs. 73, 4, 71, 27, and 55. Specialized
representations of formalisms and reasoning techniques were devised in order to
deal with qualitative temporal constraints (e.g., “before”; consider, e.g., Refs. 1,
72, and 67) or quantitative ones (e.g., dates, durations, and delays; consider, e.g.,
Refs. 22 and 23), or both (see, e.g., Refs. 37, 44, 50, 30, 48, 18, and 154). In
particular, many approaches focused on the trade-off between the expressive power
of the formalisms to represent temporal constraints and the complexity of perform-
ing complete constraint propagation on such formalisms (consider, e.g., Refs. 51
and 24) and the surveys in Refs. 73, 4, 71, and 55 and the collection.28

A relevant part of the specialized approaches to temporal reasoning focused
on the treatment of qualitative temporal constraints. In fact, qualitative relations are
very important in many intelligent activities, spanning, e.g., from planning (see,
e.g., Ref. 3) to medical diagnosis and reasoning (see, e.g., Ref. 33). Most of such
approaches are Allen-like algebraic approaches (see, e.g., the surveys in Refs. 73,
4, and 71). In Allen’s seminal work, temporal reasoning about qualitative temporal
constraints is performed by a path-consistency algorithm repeatedly applying
specialized operations that are closed with respect to the temporal formalism:
intersection (�) and composition (@). Intersection is used for checking the
consistency of two constraints regarding the same pair of events (e.g., “E1 (before
∨ meets) E2” � “E1 (before ∨ during) E2” gives as result “E1 (before) E2”). Given
the (qualitative) temporal constraint between events E1 and E2 and between E2 and
E3, composition allows one to infer the temporal constraint between E1 and E3
[e.g., “E1 (before) E2” @ “E2 (contains) E3” gives as result “E1 (before) E3”].

However, most of such approaches focused on representing and reasoning
with temporal constraints about “nonperiodic” temporal entities, representing
either specific occurrences of events only (e.g., “Yesterday, John went to the post
office before going to work”) or “classes” of events only (e.g., to represent
temporal constraints in general plans [Allen, 91]; “the building of walls precedes
the building of roofs”). Roughly speaking, classes of events could correspond to
repeated events, because they could stand for events that may have different
occurrences at different times; and, in fact, Ladkin35,36 and Morris et al. extended
Allen’s approach with explicit quantifiers (e.g., always) to deal with qualitative
temporal constraints between periodic events. In particular, Morris et al.46,47

considered constraints such as that in Example 1, which will be called QUAL
constraints in the following.

Example 1. Each French test precedes the correction of the test.

However, in many practical applications, one has to take into account events
that repeat regularly (i.e., following a given periodicity) in time. In fact, periodicity
underlies the flow of time in nature (days, nights, and seasons) and is intrinsic in
our way of relating to time. Thus, the treatment of periodic events constitutes a
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basic issue when modeling the human way of perceiving reality. For instance, this
fact is evident when looking at the very expressive forms people may use when
describing periodic events in natural languages. For example, Van Eynde69 showed
that the temporal description of periodic (and iterated) events in natural language
consists of many different components, besides the description of the event itself:

● Frame time. “the interval that contains all the instances of the event (described in the
basic proposition)” (e.g., “between June 1, 1991 and January 1, 1994”).

● I-time. A set of distinct, nonoverlapping intervals which are all part of the frame time.
Roughly speaking, it represents the periodic time interval over which periodic events
take place and usually is described by a calendar definition (e.g., “day”). Henceforth, we
call this component period.

● Quant. A quantifier, indicating the frequency of the event with respect to the period
(e.g., “every” or “three times each”).

● e-Time. The time in which the actual instantiations of the periodic event occurred (e.g.,
“at 8 o’clock” or “before going to work”).

Obviously, QUAL constraints such as Example 1 can be captured easily in
Van Eynde’s approach (with event � “French test”, quant � “each” and e-time �
“precedes the correction of the test,” and all the other components are omitted—
null). However, Van Eynde’s approach can capture other kinds of temporal
descriptions of periodic events such as the one in Example 2 (in the following, we
use the name “LOC” to denote this type of temporal constraints)

Example 2. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, the class III_A had a French test
each month.

More generally, when considering all the components mentioned previously,
one can cover also “period-dependent” temporal constraints between events that
repeat periodically (see, e.g., Example 3, in which event � “the class III_A attends
a unit of mathematics”, frame time � “between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000”, pe-
riod � “Monday”, Quant � “each”, e-Time � “before a unit of physics”).

Example 3. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each Monday the class III_A
attended a unit of mathematics before a unit of physics.

Although this fact was not explicitly stated by Van Eynde,69 it is obvious that
the description of the events can be given using additional quantifiers. Thus,
temporal constraints such as that in Example 4 are coped with by Van Eynde’s
approach.

Example 4. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, three times each week the class
III_A attended two units of mathematics before or after two units of physics.

Notice that temporal constraints such as those in Examples 3 and 4 (that we
will call “LOC-QUAL” constraints in the following) are quite complex, because
they state that the relative order of the events depends also on the period in which
such events take place. For example, one can consistently assert Example 3 and
Example 5:
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Example 5. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each Tuesday the class III_A
attended a unit of mathematics after a unit of physics.

Such constraints are very useful in practice because in most real applications,
temporal constraints between periodic (repeated) events are not “absolute” (i.e.,
frame time independent and period independent) as in Example 1, but depend on
a frame time and/or a period. Thus, we believe that developing an integrated
temporal manager that deals with all the types of foregoing temporal constraints
(i.e., LOC, QUAL, and LOC-QUAL) is very useful in many areas. For instance, it
can be used in order to cope with temporal constraints in the field of computational
linguistics (e.g., in the TRAIN project,6 a temporal manager has been coupled with
a natural language understanding system—and with a scheduling system—to
capture the temporal constraints in the discourse, and to reason automatically with
them), as well as in many other application areas, including planning, scheduling,
work flow analysis, manufacturing, office automation, protocols, guidelines, and
active databases management. In this study, we sketch an application of our
approach to scheduling in a school. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
constraint-based approach in the literature deals in an integrated way with temporal
constraints such as QUAL, LOC, and LOC-QUAL. In particular, many ap-
proaches, mostly in the area of TDB, focused on the treatment of periods only
(strongly periodic events, in the terms in Ref. 66; e.g., days and weeks). In
particular, because many date conventions exist59,58 most of these approaches
provided facilities for dealing with user-defined periods (see, e.g., Refs. 38, 52, 16,
57, 34, 31, 32, 19–21, and 9) or granularities (see, e.g., Refs. 74, 10, and 11). On
the other hand, approaches in the AI field (including Refs. 1, 35, 36, 39, 42, 46, 47,
and 75) mainly focused on qualitative temporal constraints between classes of
events only (such as the one in Example 1) without taking into account period-
dependent constraints (as in Examples 3–5).

In this study, we propose an Allen-like approach dealing with both qualitative
temporal constraints between periodic events and user-defined periods, thus inte-
grating and deeply extending current artificial intelligence and temporal databases
approaches to cover temporal constraints of types QUAL, LOC, and LOC-QUAL.
In particular, in this study, we

(i) Propose a high-level specialized formalism to represent QUAL, LOC, and LOC-
QUAL temporal constraints

(ii) Define the operations of inversion, intersection, and composition on temporal con-
straints in our formalism, and prove their properties

(iii) Propose suitable reasoning algorithms based on such operators to perform temporal
reasoning and check consistency

(iv) Provide a query language and query-answering facilities to operate on a consistent
knowledge base (knowledge base of temporal constraints in our formalism

Obviously, because the temporal constraints we deal with are very complex
and consist of many components, a main problem is that of correctly dealing (at
each one of the foregoing issues i–iv) with the interaction of such components. Let
us consider, e.g., the definition of intersection and composition. Unfortunately, an
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easy tabular definition such as the one proposed by Allen1 considering qualitative
constraints only is not applicable to our problem. In fact, e.g., we have to take into
account also the interplay between (user-defined) periods and qualitative con-
straints. For example, the intersection between “each Monday A before B” and
“each Tuesday A after B” is perfectly consistent (because Mondays and Tuesdays
are nonoverlapping periods), while (in case each Monday (there is a unique
occurrence of A and B) the intersection of “each Monday A before B” and “the first
Monday of each month A after B” should give an inconsistency (because the first
Monday of each month is a Monday, and, on such days, the same occurrence of A
cannot be both before and after a given occurrence of B). This means that an easy
definition such as Allen’s does not work here because intersection depends also on
the periods (Mondays, Tuesdays, and the first Monday of the month in the
foregoing examples) involved. Thus, one should propose a definition by cases of
intersection, in which the interplay of the periods in the constraints is taken into
account. However, this is not easily feasible, because in our approach, periods are
user-defined, so that we have potentially infinite (and not known a priori) different
periods to consider. Of course, things become even more difficult when numeric
quantifiers are taken into account also.

In the rest of this study, we propose a full description of such problems and
discuss our solution. Section 2 presents our high-level temporal formalism to deal
with LOC, QUAL, and LOC-QUAL constraints and with numeric quantification.
Section 3 describes our operations of inversion, intersection, and composition on
the formalism and discusses the properties of these operations, which are closed
with respect to our formalism, correct, and do not lose information. It also
describes a path-consistency algorithm that uses these operations to perform
temporal reasoning and is correct, does not lose information, and operates in a time
cubic in the number of periodic events. Section 4 analyzes the main source of
incompleteness of our path-consistency algorithm, namely, its limited ability to
check the consistency about the number of repetitions of events in periods, and
proposes a specialized algorithm to perform such a check. Section 5 describes the
general architecture of the temporal manager for periodic events (TeMP�) system,
a general purpose temporal manager that has been designed on the basis of the
work reported in this study and discusses its query-answering facilities. Finally,
Section 6 contains conclusions and compares our approach with related approaches
in the literature, with special attention to the comparisons with our previous work
about periodic events.61,63,64

2. HIGH-LEVEL FORMALISM

A periodic (repeated) event can be seen as a collection of instances of events
of the same type (i.e., the collection of the repetitions of the event). For example,
“In 2000, John went to work each working day” can be seen as the collection of
the instances of the event of John going to work that took place in 2000. In general,
collections also can be infinite, in case no frame time is specified. Collections of
events can be nested. Every instance of an event takes place in a time interval,
which is a convex set of points between a starting and an ending point. Thus, a
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collection of events takes place on a set of time intervals, which are the temporal
extents of the instances of events that compose it. Periods (e.g., Mondays) denote
collections of time intervals that repeats regularly on the timeline.a

2.1. Different Components of Temporal Constraints
About Periodic Events

Our “high-level” temporal formalism has been defined in such a way that
temporal constraints of types LOC, QUAL, and LOC-QUAL can be expressed, but
path consistency on a KB of temporal constraints in our formalism can still be
computed in polynomial time.

The temporal statements in our high-level language can be constituted by
several distinct components:

�Frame_Time� indicates a frame of time, and is represented in our approach
by a pair of dates (e.g., March 1 and June 30, 2000). The frame time (��,
��) indicates the whole timeline, and (in our approach) may be omitted.
�Num_Quant� is a numeric quantifier expressed as n times, where n is a
natural number. In our approach, numeric quantifiers represent the exact
number of repetitions of the events.
�Periodic_Event� is the representation of an event repeated in time. In this
study, for the sake of simplicity, we use a logical representation of the form
“event_type(e, x1, . . . , xn)” [e.g., the predicate U_Math(e,III_A) is true for
each event e of the class III_A attending a unit in mathematics]. However, the
approach we propose is independent of the type of representation used to
describe periodic events.
�Qual_Rel� is a qualitative relation between the temporal extent of two
periodic events. In our approach, it can be expressed using any relation
(ambiguous or not) in Allen’s interval algebra.1

�Correlation� is an identifier representing a correlation relation (see the
explanations in Subsection 2.3)
�Period_Name� is a user-defined identifier of a period (calendric definition;
e.g., 1st-Tuesdays-of-Januarys). In our approach, the definitions of the periods
must be provided (in a dedicated calendric definition file) by the user using a
slight adaptation of Leban’s constraint language.38 Thus, our approach also
deals with user-defined periods (calendar dates). For the sake of completeness,
in the following we briefly sketch the language we use for defining user-
defined periods; for more details see Ref. 38.

aAs in many approaches in formal ontology and in linguistics, we retain the distinction
between events (and, specifically, periodic events) and periods. Basically, our events correspond
to Mourelatos’ situations [Mourelatos, 78], which denote states of facts and/or occurrences of
actions. Such states and occurrences may have several properties (e.g., an agent, an object, or a
location), one of which is their temporal extent, i.e., the time (time point or time interval) in
which they hold/take place; on the other hand, periods (e.g., “Mondays”) are simply a commonly
used way of denoting temporal extents that repeats regularly on the timeline.
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Consider, for instance, Example 4 (reported here for the sake of clarity).

Example 4. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, three times each week the class
III_A attended two units of mathematics before or after two units of physics

The frame time is between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000; the numeric quantifiers
are three times, two, and two, the periodic events are the class III_A attended two
units of mathematics and the class III_A attended two units of physics; the
qualitative relation is before, and the period is week (correlation usually is implicit
in natural language statements; in this case, correlation is caused by the implicit
school schedule).

2.2. A Formalism to Represent User-Defined Periods

Leban introduced a notation for defining basic periods (called calendars in
Ref. 38) and two operators on collections of intervals (dicing and slicing) for
building new user-defined periods incrementally, on the basis of the basic ones and
previous definitions.

The starting point in the definition of a (user-defined) calendric system is the
choice of a reference time (RT) point and of a basic unit for expressing calendar
definitions. For example, let us suppose the user has chosen 1-1-1990 and days
(represented as “Days”) as the RT and basic calendar unit, respectively. On these
bases, weeks, months, and years can be defined as follows (for the sake of brevity,
here we do not address the phenomenon of leap years with respect to centuries):

(i1) Weeks � �6; Days; 7�
(i2) Months � �0; Days; 31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 28, 31, 30, 31,

30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 29, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 28, 31, 30,
31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31�

(i3) Years � �0; Months; 12�

The first term in the definition establishes the offset between the RT and the
starting point in the evaluation of the collection of intervals (e.g., since 1-1-1990—
the RT—is a Monday; the first complete—American—week starts 6 days after).
The second term specifies a collection (period), and the third the number of
elements of the collection that must be grouped together to form an element of the
new collection (user-defined period). For example, in the frame of time [1-1-1991,
5-31-1993], the definition (i3) leads to the collection of intervals:

(c1) {[365,729], [730,1095], [1096,1246]}

(in c1, we impose RT � 0 and represent a date D as the number of days between
RT and D; e.g., 1-1-1991 is represented by the number 365, since it is 365 days
after the RT; each interval in the collection is represented as a pair of dates,
representing its starting and ending points).
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The dicing operator provides a way of generating new collections from
intervals or collections. The effect of the dicing operator is to break up an interval
or a collection into pieces according to another collection. For instance,

(i4) Months : during: Years

breaks up the collection of years into months, giving as result the depth 2 collection
in (c2):

(c2) {{[365,395], [396,423], [424,454], [455,484], [485,515], [516,545], [546,576],
[577,607], [608,637], [638,668], [669,698], [699,729]}, {[730,760], [761,789],
[790,820], [821,850], [851,881], [882,911], [912,942], [943,973], [974,1003],
[1004,1034], [1035,1064], [1065,1095]}, {[1096,1126], [1127,1154], [1155,1185],
[1186,1215], [1216,1246]}}

The slicing operator, denoted as n/C, operates on any collection C selecting the nth
interval from each of the contained depth 1 collections. Thus, for instance, the
application of the 4/operator to (i4) generates the collection (c3) of the fourth
months of the years.

(c3) {[455,484], [821,850], [1186,1215]}

Finally, � relates names to definitions, so that the collections of Mondays and of
the first Mondays of April can be defined as follows (in an incremental way):

(i5) Mondays � 2/Days : during : Weeks
(i6) Aprils � 4/Months : during : Years
(i7) 1st-Monday-of-Aprils � 1/Mondays : during : Aprils

We have already discussed the motivations of our adoption of Leban’s language
among the many languages devised within the AI and TDB literature in Ref. 63.
However, the main motivation is related to the expressiveness of such a language.
Recently, in fact, Bettini and De Sibi have proved that Leban’s language copes
with all “no-gap periodical granularities”, i.e., those granularities that repeat
regularly in time, in which there is no lower and upper bound to granules and in
which each granule is a convex time interval (in other words, no gap is allowed in
a single granule.11

2.3. Different Types of Temporal Constraints in Our Formalism

In our approach, the components discussed in Subsection 2.1 can be aggre-
gated in three different ways, in order to deal with temporal constraints of type
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LOC, QUAL, and LOC-QUAL, according to the following simplified syntax
(“{“,”}”, which indicates optionality)b:

�TEMPORAL_CONSTRAINT� :: � �LOC���QUAL���LOC-QUAL�

Temporal constraints of type LOC locate in time a periodic event by relating it to
the period in which it takes place. Thus, the interpretation of a LOC constraint
involves a relation pairing each instance of a periodic event with the instance of a
period when it happened. This relation has been pointed out already by other
approaches, and has been called association by Morris.46,47 Thus, for example, the
semantics of the temporal constraint in Example 6 could be paraphrased as follows:
in the frame time between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, there were exactly two
instances of the event “French test of class III_A” associated each month (i.e., that
happened in each month; see Figure 1 for a graphical representation).

Example 6. Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, the class III_A had a French test
twice each month.

LOC temporal constraints can be expressed in our formalism using the
following syntax:

�LOC� :: � �Frame_Time� �Periodic_Event�

	�Num_Quant�
 EACH �Period_Name�

Numeric quantifiers can be omitted; when omitted, they assume the default value
“exactly once” (i.e., 1-time). Thus, for instance, Example 6 is represented by the
constraint C1 (given a definition of the user-defined period Months in Leban’s
language, e.g., i2]

(C1) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] test_French(e,III_A) 2-times EACH Months

The treatment of qualitative relations between periodic events (QUAL con-
straints) needs particular attention. In fact, although qualitative relations about
nonperiodic events (see, e.g., Refs. 1, 4, 73, and 71) simply state the relative
location of pairs of events (or, better, of the time intervals constituting their

bThe syntax in this paper has been simplified, for the sake of clarity and brevity. Actually,
the syntax also provides “syntactic sugar” to help the user; e.g., to avoid that she/he has to specify
many times the same frame-time (or period) for different constraints.

Figure 1. (Example 6) Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, the class III_A had a French test
twice each month. The “F” nodes represent the French tests.
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temporal extents), the case of periodic events is more complex, because collections
of events (and thus, collections of time intervals) are involved. In the usual
interpretation, a qualitative relation between two periodic events ev1 and ev2
involves an underlying relation that pairs instances (or collections of instances) of
the two events. As in Refs. 46 and 47, we call this relation correlation. Correlation
is a relation between instances of periodic events, which holds as a result of some
contingent relation in the world between them.46,47 Consider, for instance,
Example 7.

Example 7. To open the strong room, turn the key three times to the left and then
two times to the right.

In the usual reading, Example 7 involves a correlation relation between collections
of three instances of turning the key to the left and the corresponding collection of
two instances of turning the key to the right and states that (besides other things)
the relation “before” holds between the temporal extent of the three instances of
turning to the left and the temporal extent of the corresponding two instances of
turning to the right (see the graphical representation in Figure 2).c

QUAL constraints can be expressed in our high-level formalism using the
following syntax:

�QUAL�:: � �Frame_Time� EACH 	�Num_Quant�
 �Periodic_Event�

�Qual_Rel��Correlation� 	�Num_Quant�
 �Periodic_Event�

cIt is important to notice that, in case we do not know whether two specific collections are
correlated, Example 7 does not provide any temporal relation between them. Unfortunately, there
is no a general rule that, given two instantiations of two any collections of periodic events, allows
one to establish whether they are correlated or not. For instance, it is possible to interpret
Example 7 in such a way that a collection of three consecutive instances Li, Li�1, and Li�2 of
turning the key to the left and a collection of two consecutive instances Rk and Rk�1 of turning
the key to the right are correlated if and only if they are part of the same global action of opening
the strong room (or, more weakly, if they are in sequence, i.e., if there are no other events of
turning the key to the right or to the left between Li, Li�1, Li�2, and Rk, Rk�1). However, such
a rule does not work, e.g., for Example 8, where correlation derives from the correspondence of
the name of the sender with the name of the addressee of John’s answers (while it may not be
the case that John sends the answers in the same order in which he receives them). Example 8
“John always sends a response for each mail he receives.” Thus, for each application of our
temporal formalism, correlation has to be specified by the user, who can introduce specific rules
for the particular domain being considered (see Ref. Terenziani, 00] for a more detailed
discussion about this topic).

Figure 2. (Example 7) To open the strong room, turn the key three times to the left and then
two times to the right.” The “L” and “R” nodes represent the turning left and turning right events,
respectively.
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For example, the temporal constraint in Example 7 can be represented in our
formalism by the constraint C2

(C2) (��, ��) EACH 3-times turn_left(e, Key 1) (BEFORE)Copen
2-times turn_right(e�,

Key 1)

Finally, LOC-QUAL constraints involve both an association of instances of
events to instances of periods and a correlation between collections of instances of
the two periodic events being involved. For example, see the graphical represen-
tation of the temporal constraints in Example 4 reported in Figure 3 (here and in
the following, we choose to represent each unit of lesson of a given topic as an
instance of an event).

LOC-QUAL constraints can be expressed in our high-level formalism using
the following syntax:

�LOC_QUAL� :: � �Frame_Time� 	�Num_Quant�
 EACH

�Period_Name� 	�Num_Quant�
 �Periodic_Event�

�Qual_Rel��Correlation� 	�Num_Quant�
 �Periodic_Event�

For example, the temporal constraint in Example 4 can be represented in our
formalism by C3 (given a definition of the user-defined period Weeks in Leban’s
language).

(C3) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 3-times EACH Weeks 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE,
AFTER)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

It is important to stress that, in our current approach, we intend that numeric
quantifiers establish in an exact way the number of repetitions of the given events
within the specified period. For example, considering LOC-QUAL constraints, this
means that C3 imposes that, between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, there are exactly six
occurrences of U-Math(e,III_A) and exactly six occurrences of U_Phys(e�,III_A)
each week.

Finally, notice that our approach deals with all the components that have been
pointed out by Van Eynde [Van Eynde, 87] considering the temporal description
of periodic events in natural languages, covering also (exact) numeric quantifica-
tion of periodic events.

Figure 3. (Example 4) Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, three times each week the class III_A
attended two units of mathematics before or after two units of physics.” The “M” and “P” nodes
represent the units of mathematics and the units of physics, respectively.
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In [Terenziani, 00] we have provided a formal description of the semantics of
our high-level language, using a functional �-notation. We cannot report such a
description here, for the sake of brevity. In Ref. 62 we provided an alternative
formulation of the semantics in first-order logic, in order to prove the correctness
of our operators.

2.4. Scheduling in a School: A Simplified Working Example

We propose an example of an application of our approach to deal with the
temporal constraints in the schedule of classes in a school. The sample KB1 of
temporal constraints represents in a simplified way part of the schedule of a class
of students (e.g., III_A) in a school in the academic semester between 3-1-2000 and
6-30-2000. The schedule represents the daily ordering of the lessons, as well as the
tests and other student activities. In particular, we assume one unit of lesson as the
basic periodic event. Notice that period-dependent temporal constraints between
periodic events can be represented; e.g., C3, C4, and C7 state the qualitative
temporal constraints between U_Math and U_Phys at different periods (Weeks,
Mondays, and Tuesdays, respectively). The predicates U-TOPIC(e,III_A) repre-
sent the fact that e is an event of attending a unit of TOPIC of the class III_A. For
each constraint, we write in parenthesis English-like sentences roughly describing
its meaning.

(C1) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] test_French(e,III_A) 2-times EACH Month (Between 3-1-2000
and 6-30-2000, the class III_A had a French test twice each month)

(C3) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 3-times EACH Week 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(BEFORE,AFTER)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, three times each week the class III_A attended two
units of mathematics—predicate U_Math—before or after two units of physics—
predicate U_Phys-)

(C4) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(BEFORE,DURING)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each Monday the class III_A attended two units of
mathematics before or during two units of physics)

(C5) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Phys(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson

U_Chem(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each Monday the class III_A attended two units of
physics before a unit of chemistry—predicate U_Chem)

(C6) (��, ��) EACH test_French(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson
correction_test_

French(e�,III_A)
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(Each French test precedes the correction of the test—predicate correction_test-
_French-)

(C7) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Tuesday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(AFTER)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each Tuesday the class III_A attended two units of
mathematics after two units of physics)

(C8) (��, ��) EACH test_French(e,III_A) (AFTER)Clesson
entry_test_French(e�,III_A)

(Each French test must be preceded by the entry of the students’ names for the test)

(C9) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Day U_Chem(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson

U_French(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each day the class III_A attended a unit of
chemistry before a unit of French)

(C10) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 1st-Monday-of-Months test_French(e,III_A)

(BEFORE)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(Between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each first Monday of the months the class III_A has
the French test before two units of physics)

3. OPERATIONS AND TEMPORAL REASONING

We now define the operations of inversion (indicated as a superior �1),
intersection (�), and composition (@) on constraints in our high-level formalism.
As regards the operations on the qualitative relations, we import the inversion,
intersection, and composition operations of Allen’s algebra (indicated as �1e, �e

and @, respectively).

3.1. Intersection and Composition of “Period-Dependent” Temporal
Constraints: Basic Issues

Besides qualitative relations, our temporal constraints consider also periods,
frame times, and numeric quantifiers. Thus, new problems arise when defining
operations working on our temporal constraints. With respect to Allen’s approach,
we retain the general property that our operations are closed with respect to our
formalism (i.e., the application of our operations to one or more constraints in our
formalism gives a result of one or more constraint in our formalism; See Property
1 in Section 3.5). On the other hand, our operations are quite complex with respect
to traditional Allen-like operations, because they have to take into account the
composite nature of our constraints. Thus, basically, one can regard our operations
of inversion, intersection, and composition as complex algorithms such that
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● Given a constraint C in our formalism holding between two periodic events ev1 and ev2,
inversion gives as output the corresponding constraint between ev2 and ev1

● Given two constraints C1 and C2 in our formalism holding between two periodic events
ev1 and ev2, intersection checks their consistency and (if they are consistent) gives as
output the constraint between ev1 and ev2, which is obtained by “and-ing” C1 and C2
(i.e., by forcing the fact that both constraints must hold)

● Given a constraint C1 between two periodic events ev1 and ev2 and a constraint C2
between ev2 and ev3, composition checks their consistency and (if they are consistent)
gives as output the constraint between ev1 and ev3.

Regarding intersection, for instance, in our approach it is no longer true that
at most one constraint may relate each pair of events (as, e.g., in Ref. 1). In fact,
different temporal constraints may be involved at different frame times, or even in
equal or overlapping frame times (consider, e.g., constraints C3, C4, and C7). Both
in the case of intersection and in the case of composition, no operation has to be
performed in case the two constraints involve different correlation relations. In the
following, whenever the part of the constraints representing the correlation is
omitted, we intend that correlation is the same. Analogously, no operation has to
be performed in the nonintersecting part of the frame times. However, in the
intersecting parts, intersection and composition must draw some inferences. For
instance, given C3, the DURING relation between 2-times U_Math and 2-times
U_Phys in C4� is not possible on Monday between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000 and
must be ruled out. Thus, we have to introduce an operation of intersection
(indicated as �), which gives the intersection of two temporal constraints (or an
inconsistency) just in case the temporal constraints overlap in a given “context”
(e.g., between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000 on Mondays in C3 and C4�). Intersection
may give in output more than one temporal constraint; e.g., the application of
intersection to constraint C3 before and C4� below gives as a result C11, C12, and
C13:

(C3) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 3-times EACH Week 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE, AFTER)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C4�) [10-1-1999, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(BEFORE, DURING)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(C11) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 3-times EACH Week 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE, AFTER)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C12) [10-1-1999, 3-1-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(BEFORE, DURING)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(C13) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

Of course, the results of intersection (and, analogously, of composition)
crucially depend on the relations between the periods of the input constraints. For
instance, if we put the period Tuesdays in C3 instead of Weeks, the DURING
relation in C4� no longer has to be ruled out. To face these phenomena, a compact
definition of intersection and composition such as in Refs. 1, 46, and 47 is not
sufficient. Of course, a case-by-case definition in which, for each pair of different
periods Pi and Pj, one defines which is the intersection (composition) of con-
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straints having Pi and Pj as periods, is not feasible. In fact, in our approach, periods
are user-defined (using the formalism described in Section 2.2) and thus they are
not known a priori (moreover, potentially, users could introduce any number of
periods). However, although user-defined periods might be infinite in number, one
can fix a priori a known number of temporal relations between them and use such
relations in order to define (by cases) intersection and composition. Of course, such
an approach works only if the relations between periods are both exhaustive and
mutually exclusive. In particular, we consider the six relations between user-
defined periods (plus their inverses) introduced in Ref. 63, which are exhaustive
and mutually exclusive. Thus, given any two periods C1 and C2, exactly one of
these relations holds between them. In particular, Terenziani63 widely discusses the
rationale underlying the choice of the six relations and formally describes each
relation in terms of logical axioms. Moreover, Terenziani also sketched examples
of heuristic rules for determining automatically which relation holds between two
user-defined periods specified using Leban’s formalism.38 For the sake of com-
pleteness, the six relations are quickly reported in the following:

● C1 �T C2 (C1 and C2 are temporally equal) iff there is a bijection between instances
of C1 and instances of C2, and Allen’s relation EQUAL holds between each pair of
corresponding instances (e.g., Days �T Days).

● C1 ≺ C2 (read as C1 is more specific than C2) iff for each instance of C1 there is exactly
one instance of C2, which properly contains it and, conversely, for each instance of C2
there is exactly one instance of C1, which is properly contained in it (bijection; e.g.,
Tuesdays ≺ Weeks).

● C1 � C2 (C1 is a restriction of C2) iff for each instance of C1 there is an instance of
C2, which is temporally equal to it, but not vice versa (e.g., Mondays � Days).

● C1 �INC C2 (C1 is an inclusion restriction of C2) iff for each instance of C1 there is an
instance of C2, which properly contains it, but not vice versa (e.g., Christmas �INC

Months).
● C1 �I C2 (C1 is more frequent than C2 in the frame time I) characterizes the cases in

which two assertions such as (i) ev1 happens exactly once each C1 and (ii) ev1 happens
exactly once each C2 are inconsistent in a given frame time I (e.g., Days �I Weeks in
I � [1-1-1991, 6-1-1991]).

● C1 # C2 (C1 and C2 are temporally incomparable) iff none of the foregoing relations (or
their inverses) hold between C1 and C2 (e.g., Mondays # Tuesdays).

● The inverse relations are indicated by superior �1; in particular, the inverse of �T is �T

and the inverse of # is #.

New problems arise when also taking into account numeric quantifiers. Let
us consider, e.g., the case of intersection. The intersection of numeric quantifiers
may lead to an inconsistency, depending also on the relations between the two
periods C1 and C2. First, we impose that a correlation relation uniquely fixes the
cardinalities of the collections in which the instances of a given periodic event are
grouped in and that each instance must belong to just one of such collections (see
also Ref. 62). Thus, e.g., C3 and C3� are inconsistent (even if the overall number
of repetitions of the events is the same in the two constraints).

(C3�) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 2-times EACH Week 3-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE, AFTER)Clesson

3-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
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Besides the check on the cardinalities of collections (groupings), in case C1 �T C2
or C1 � C2 intersection must also check that the overall number of repetitions of
the periodic events is exactly the same. For instance, C4 and C14 are inconsistent
because they state that U_Math occurs exactly two times each Monday and exactly
four times each day (Mondays � Days).

(C4) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE, DUR-
ING)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C14) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 2-times EACH Day 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE,

DURING)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

This check is more complex in case the relation between the periods in the two
constraints being intersected is C1 �I C2. In fact, the relative frequency of the two
periods has to be taken into account. The function relative frequency in I (RFI) is
used in the definitions of intersection and composition. It operates on two periods
C1 and C2 such that C1 �I C2 and gives as a result the RF of the instances of C1
with respect to the instances of C2 or undefined if the frequency is not a constant
value (e.g., in the case of days with respect to months, see also Ref. 11). For
example, because in I � [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000]) relative frequencyI (Days,
Weeks) � 7, C15 is consistent with C14 (they both state that U_Math and U_Phys
occur 28 times each week; however, we have an inconsistency if we substitute
10-times to 14-times in C15).

(C15) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 14-times EACH Week 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE,
DURING)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

On the other hand, in case C1 ≺ C2 or C1 �INC C2, because there is a
temporal containment between C2 and C1, the intersection only has to check that
the number of repetitions in the contained period must be less or equal to the
number of repetitions in the containing period; e.g., C3 and C4� are consistent
(Mondays ≺ Weeks).

Of course, in our approach, intersection has been defined in order to deal also
with temporal constraints of type �LOC� and �QUAL�. In our approach, moreover,
the problem of checking the number of repetitions of the event also must be
considered in the operation of composition. In general, composition operates
between two constraints, containing (among the other constraints) the qualitative
relations (concerning the same correlation relation) between ev1 and ev2 and
between ev2 and ev3 (where ev1, ev2, and ev3 stand for any different periodic
event) respectively, in order to infer the qualitative relation between ev1 and ev3.
However, our constraints of type �QUAL� also may involve constraints on the
cardinality of the collections in which the instances of events are grouped in, so
that composition has to check that input constraints specify the same cardinality for
the common event ev2. Moreover, our constraints of type �LOC-QUAL� specify
both the cardinality of groupings of the events and their number of repetitions in
the given periods, so that the consistency of both constraints must be checked,
considering the common event ev2. For example, the composition of C4 and C16
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gives as output the new temporal constraint C17, but it would provide an incon-
sistency if the quantifier “2-times” of U_Phys(e,III_A) in C16 would be changed
into n-times, with n � 2, or, analogously, if we put the quantifier n-times (with
n � 1) before EACH in C16

(C16) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Phys(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson

U_Chem(e�,III_A)
(C17) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson

U_Chem(e�,III_A)

Finally, it is important to notice that given any two temporal constraints of
type �LOC� stating the periods C1 and C2 in which two periodic events ev1 and
ev2 happen, it is not correct to infer any qualitative relation between ev1 and ev2
only on the basis of the relative position of C1 and C2. In fact, inferring a new
qualitative relation would correspond to assuming arbitrarily a correlation between
periodic events (because qualitative relations between periodic events involve a
correlation), which also may contrast with the correlation relation actually asserted
by the userd (see also Ref. 63).

3.2. Inversion

Inversion operates on constraints stating the qualitative relation between two
periodic events ev1 and ev2 (i.e., on temporal constraints of types �LOC-QUAL�
and �QUAL�) and gives as a result the corresponding relation between ev2 and ev1.
Our definition of inversion is based on the inversion in Allen’s interval algebra: the
inverse constraint is obtained by inverting the qualitative relations.

�LOC-QUAL�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2)�1

� I n2�-times EACH C1 n3�-times ev2 R1�1en1�-times ev1

�QUAL�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2)�1

� I EACH n3�-times ev2 R1�1en1�-times ev1

For example, the inverse of C4 is C4�. In fact, in Allen’s algebra,

	BEFORE, DURING
�1 � 	AFTER, CONTAINS


dFor instance, consider the case in which between 1-10-2000 and 6-10-2000 John visited
the branch office O07 on the 28th of each month, and presented (his boss) a report about the visit
on the 2nd day of the subsequent month (these temporal constraints can be expressed by two
constraints of type �LOC�). Very likely, correlation pairs each instantiation of visiting the office
O07 with the instantiation of presenting a report immediately following it so that the user could
consistently assert that visits are before presentations. However, if it were possible to infer a
qualitative relation only on the basis of the relative positions of the periods, we would have that,
because the 2nd day of each month precedes the 28th day, presentations are before the visits. Not
only this corresponds to assuming arbitrary correlations (between each presentation and the visit
immediately following it), but it may also lead to an inconsistency, in case the user explicitly
stated that visits always precede presentations.
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(C4�) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Phys(e,III_A) (AFTER, CON-
TAINS)Clesson

2-times U_Math(e�,III_A)

3.3. Intersection

Intersection operates in two steps. First, the “standard” intersection of the two
frame times is computed. If it is empty, then no further operation must be devised
and the input constraints are left unchanged. Otherwise, in case there is an
intersection between the frame times

(i) The input constraints are left unchanged in the nonintersecting parts of the frame times
(ii) Regarding the intersecting parts of the frame times, intersection checks whether there

is an “intersection” between the periods and, in this case, the compatibility of the
constraints is forced (As an example, consider again the intersection of C3 and C4�
discussed in Subsection 3.1.)

In the following, we propose our definition of intersection, considering only
the part of the operation that takes into account the overlapping part I of the frame
times. Generally, the definitions of intersection are to be intended as follows: the
two constraints being intersected are deleted from the KB, whereas the output
constraints are added to the KB; however, despite the fact that deletion is used also
we prove that no information is lost by intersection; see Theorem 1). Different
cases must be distinguished in the definition, depending on the types of the
constraints CON1 and CON2 being intersected.

● �LOC-QUAL� � �LOC-QUAL�. CON1 and CON2 have the form

CON1�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

CON2�: I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2

The result of the operation CON1 � CON2 depends on the relation holding
between C1 and C2 and on the quantifiers n1�, n2�, n3�, n1�, n2�, and n3�, and
are described in Table I, where R denotes the intersection of R1 and R2 in Allen’s
interval algebra, i.e., R � R1 �e R2. In the tables, the column Relation contains
the relation between the periods of the input constraints, and the column Result
contains the outputs of the operations.

For example, let us consider again the intersection of the temporal constraints
C4� and C3 in the frame time I � [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000]. Because the two
constraints are of type LOC-QUAL and the relation between Mondays and Weeks
is “≺”, the entry corresponding to the relation “C1 ≺ C2” in Table I has to be
applied, giving a result of (in a single step of computation) the temporal constraints
C11 and C13.

● �LOC-QUAL� � �LOC� (or vice versa). CON1 and CON2 have the following form:

CON1�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

CON2�: I ev1 n�-times EACH C2
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The results of the intersection are described in Table II. For example, the inter-
section of C4 and C18 results in C4 and C18 being unchanged (because Mon-
days � Days and 2*1 � 2).

(C18) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] U_Math(e,III_A) 2-times EACH Day

● �LOC� � �LOC�. CON1 and CON2 have the following form:

CON1�: I ev1 n�-times EACH C1 (CON2): I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

The results of the intersection are described in Table III. For example, given a
frame time I, because the 1st-Monday-of-Months �INC Weeks and 5 � 2, the
intersection of C19 and C20 results in the constraints C19 and C20 being un-
changed:

(C19) I U_Math(e,III_A) 2-times EACH 1st-Monday-of-Month
(C20) I U_Math(e,III_A) 5-times EACH Week

● �LOC-QUAL� � �QUAL� (or vice versa)

CON1�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

Table I. LOC-QUAL � LOC-QUAL.

Ref Relation Result

�1 C1 �T C2 If n1� � n1� and n2� � n2� and n3� � n3� and R � A Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2
Else INCONSISTENT

�2 C1 ≺ C2 If n1� � n1� and n2� � n2� and n3� � n3� and R � A Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2
I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2

Else if n1� � n1� and n2� � n2� and n3� � n3� and R � A Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2
I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2
Else INCONSISTENT

�3 C1 � C2 If n1� � n1� and n2� � n2� and n3� � n3� and R � A Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2
I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2
Else INCONSISTENT

�4 C1�INC C2 If n1� � n1� and n2� � n2� and n3� � n3� and R � A Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2
I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2
Else INCONSISTENT

�5 C1 �t C2 If n1� � n1� and n2�/n2� � RFT(C1, C2) and n3� � n3� and R � A
Then I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2

Else INCONSISTENT
�6 C1 # C2 I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2 � I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times
ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2. R � R1 �e R2.
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CON2�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2

The result of the intersection is the following (where R � R1 �e R2):

(�19) if n1� � n1� and n3� � n3� and R � A then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev2, I EACH n1�-times
ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2
else INCONSISTENT

For example, the intersection between C4 and C21 results in C21 and C22

(C21) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE, AFTER)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C22) [10-2-1995, 5-30-1996] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

(BEFORE)Clesson
2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

● �LOC� � �QUAL� (or vice versa)

CON1�: I ev1 n�-times EACH C1

CON2�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2 (or vice versa)

(�20) The input constraints are provided in output unchanged.

● �QUAL� � �QUAL�

CON1�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

Table II. LOC-QUAL � LOC.

Ref Relation Result

�7 C1 �T C2 If (n1� � n2�) � n� Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

Else INCONSISTENT
�8 C1 ≺ C2 If n� � (n1� � n2�) Then

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2
I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

Else INCONSISTENT
�9 C1 � C2 If (n1� � n2�) � n� Then

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2
I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

Else INCONSISTENT
�10 C1 �INC C2 If n� � (n1� � n2�) Then

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2
I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

Else INCONSISTENT
�11 C1 �I C2 If n�/(n1� � n2�) � RFI(C1, C2) Then

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2
Else INCONSISTENT

�12 C1 # C2 I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2
I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2 � I ev1 n�-times EACH C2.
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CON2�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2

The result of intersection is the following (where R � R1 �e R2):

(�21) if n1� � n1� and n3� � n3� and R � A then I EACH n1�-times ev1
R n3�-times ev2 else INCONSISTENT

For example, the intersection between C21 and C23 is C24 (see also Morris’
approach).46,47

(C23) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE, OVERLAPS,
MEETS)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C24) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson

2-times
U_Phys(e�,III_A)

3.4. Composition

Composition works on constraints of types �QUAL� and/or �LOC-QUAL�
(remember that no qualitative relation can be inferred by composing two con-
straints of type �LOC�). In the following, we propose our definition of composition
considering only its application to the intersecting part I of the frame times (no
information can be inferred in the nonintersecting parts). The definitions must be
intended as follows: the two input constraints are left unchanged in the KB, and the
output constraints are added to it (unless an inconsistency is detected: “INCON-
SISTENT” in the tables). “NO NEW CONSTRAINT” denotes those cases in
which composition does not provide any new constraint in our high-level formal-
ism to be added to the KB. The definition of @ depends on the types of the
constraints CON1 and CON2.

Table III. LOC � LOC.

Ref Relation Result

�13 C1 �T C2 If n� � n� Then I ev1 n�-times EACH C1
Else INCONSISTENT

�14 C1 ≺ C2 If n� � n� Then
I ev1 n�-times EACH C1, I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

Else INCONSISTENT
�15 C1 � C2 If n� � n� Then

I ev1 n�-times EACH C2
Else INCONSISTENT

�16 C1 �INC C2 If n� � n� Then
I ev1 n�-times EACH C1, I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

Else INCONSISTENT
�17 C1 �I C2 If n�/n� � RFI(C1, C2) Then

I ev1 n�-times EACH C1
Else INCONSISTENT

�18 C1 # C2 I ev1 n�-times EACH C1, I ev1 n�-times EACH C2

I ev1 n�-times EACH C1 � I ev1 n�-times EACH C2.
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● �LOC-QUAL� @ �LOC-QUAL�. CON1 and CON2 have the form:

CON1�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

CON2�: I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times ev2 R2 n3�-times ev3

Let R be the composition of R1 and R2 in Allen’s interval algebra, i.e., R � R1
@e R2. The results of composition between two constraints on periodic events
depend on the relation between C1 and C2 and on the quantifiers, and are described
in Table IV. For example, because 1st-Monday-of-Months � Mondays and be-
cause (BEFORE, DURING) @e (BEFORE) � (BEFORE), the composition of C4
and C25 is C26 (See also Figure 4):

(C4) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH Monday 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE, DURING)Clesson

2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C25) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 1st-Monday-of-Months 2-times U_Phys(e�,III_A)

(BEFORE)Clesson
test_French(e,III_A)

(C26) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 1st-Monday-of-Months 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)
(BEFORE)Clesson

test_French(e,III_A)

Table IV. LOC-QUAL @ LOC-QUAL.

Ref Relation Result

@1 C1 �T C2 If n2� � n2� and n3� � n1� Then
I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev3

Else INCONSISTENT
@ 2 C1 ≺ C2 If n2� � n2� and n3� � n1� Then NO NEW CONSTRAINT

Else INCONSISTENT
@ 3 C1 � C2 If n2� � n2� and n3� � n1� Then

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev3
Else INCONSISTENT

@ 4 C1 �INC C2 If n2� � n2� and n3� � n1� Then NO NEW CONSTRAINT
Else INCONSISTENT

@ 5 C1 �I C2 If n3� � n1� and (n2�/n2� � RFI(C1, C2))
Then NO NEW CONSTRAINT
Else INCONSISTENT

@ 6 C1 # C2 NO NEW CONSTRAINT

I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2 @ I n2�-times EACH C2 n1�-times
ev2 R2 n3�-times ev3. R � R1 @e R2.

Figure 4. Composition of C4 and C25: a simplified graphical representation. “M”, “P,” and
“F” stand for “U-Math,” “U-Phys” and “U_French,” respectively.
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● �LOC-QUAL� @ �QUAL� (or vice-versa)

CON1�: I n2�-times EACH C1 n1�-times ev1 R1 n3�-times ev2

CON2�: I EACH n1�-times ev2 R2 n3�-times ev3

(or vice versa). The result of composition is:

(@7) if n3� � n1� then NO NEW CONSTRAINT else INCONSISTENT

● �QUAL� @ �QUAL�

CON1�: I EACH n1�-times ev1 R2 n3�-times ev2

CON2�: I EACH n1�-times ev2 R2 n3�-times ev3

The result of composition is the following (where R � R1 @e R2):

(@8) if n3� � n1� then I EACH n1�-times ev1 R n3�-times ev3 else INCONSISTENT

For example, the composition of C27 and C28 is C29 (see also Morris’ approach
[Morris et al., 93, 96]).

(C27) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (DURING)Clesson
2-times

U_Phys(e�,III_A)
(C28) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Phys(e,III_A) (MEETS)Clesson

2-times
U_Chem(e�,III_A)

(C29) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 2-times U_Math(e,III_A) (BEFORE)Clesson
2-times

U_Chem(e�,III_A)

3.5. Properties of the Operations

Given the foregoing definitions, Property 1 trivially holds,

PROPERTY 1. The definitions of inversion, intersection, and composition in Sub-
sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are closed with respect to our formalism (as defined in
Section 2). In addition, the periods in the output constraints (if any) are the same
as the periods in input (i.e., no new period is generated by our operators).

We also proved Theorem 1.

THEOREM 1. Our operations of inversion, intersection, and composition are
correct and do not lose information.e

Proofs (sketch). To prove the correctness of our reasoning process (and, in
particular, of our definition of the operations of inversion, intersection, and com-
position), we have to provide a suitable reference parameter against which cor-
rectness can be evaluated. Following Allen’s seminal approach,1,2,5 we chose

eIn principle, the operation of intersection could lose information, because it removes the
input constraints from the initial KB to substitute them with the output constraints.
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(i) To provide a set of formulas describing in the first-order logic the semantics of our
high-level language, and to prove that our definitions of our operations are correct with
respect to such a semantics.

We proved Theorem 1 on the basis of the logical formulas describing the meaning
of the temporal constraints of the relations between periods (see Ref. 63), of the
axioms of the equality theory (taken from Ref. Lloyd, 87]), of Allen’s transitivity
axioms about the 13 temporal relations between time intervals (e.g., a BEFORE b
∧ b BEFORE c f a BEFORE c),1,2,5 and the fact that Allen’s operations of
inversion, intersection, and composition are correct and do not lose informa-
tion.1,2,5 For example, we proved the correctness of our operation of intersection
between any two constraints C1 and C2 in our formalism by showing that, for each
one of the possible cases (i.e., �1–�18, see Tables I–III) the formulas representing
the (logical) semantics of C1 and C2 (plus the formulas modeling the relation
between the periods being considered, if any) imply the formulas representing the
(logical) semantics of the output constraints.

We also proved that the deletion of the input constraints from the initial KB
done by intersection (to substitute them with the output constraints) does not lose
any information, by proving that in all cases when a constraint C is removed by the
KB, its (logical) semantics are implied by the new constraints added in the KB.

3.6. Reasoning Process

Given a KB of temporal constraints, the reasoning process can be devised on
the basis of the operations defined in Subsections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. In fact, starting
from the seminal work by Allen,1 most artificial intelligence approaches used
path-consistency algorithms based on the operations of intersection and composi-
tion in order to perform temporal reasoning on (qualitative) temporal constraints
(see, e.g., the surveys in Refs. 73, 4, and 71). In Ref. 63 we described PC for PE,
an extension of Allen’s path-consistency algorithm in order to deal with temporal
constraints between periodic events. Basically, PC for PE extends Allen’s path-
consistency algorithm to consider possibly multiple temporal constraints relating
the same pair of events (consider, e.g., C3, C4, and C7). Because in Ref. 63 we did
not deal with numeric quantifiers, the definitions of the operations of inversion,
intersection, and composition were different. Nevertheless, the path-consistency
algorithm PC for PE only applies repeated inversion, intersection, and composi-
tion. Thus, PC for PE can also be applied for the extended formalism and the
extended operations presented in this study. PC for PE is sketched in the following
formulas. In the algorithm, sij

h indicates a constraint in our high-level formalism
relating two periodic events evi and evj. Because, generally, there is more than one
constraint relating two events, we introduce a superscript in order to refer to a
single constraint. The term sii

h denotes a constraint of type �LOC�, where only one
event (evi) is involved. The term (sij

h )�1 indicates the inverse of a constraint.
STACK is a stack containing all of the new constraints being inferred.

FOR ALL constraint shk
i in STACK DO

pop the constraint shk
i from STACK;
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FOR ALL constraint s � Adj(shk
i ) DO

Z 4 shk
i � s; push the new constraints in Z (if any) onto STACK OD

IF h � k THEN FOR ALL constraint s in Paths(shk
i ) DO

Z 4 shk
i @ s; push the new constraints in Z (if any) onto STACK OD

OD

Adjahk
i �: case h � k: � j � i shh

i � Adjshk
i �, � j, xshx

j � Adjshk
i �,

� j, xsxh
j ��1 � Adjshk

i � case h � k: � j � i shk
j � Adjshk

i �,

� j skh
j ��1 � Adjshk

i �, � jskk
j � Adjshk

i �, � jshh
j � Adjshk

i �

Pathsahk
i �: h � k�: � j, xx � k, x � h�sxh

j � Pathsshk
i �,

� j, xx � k, x � h�shx
j ��1 � Pathsshk

i �, � j, xx � k, x � h�skx
j � Pathsshk

i �,

� j, xx � k, x � h�sxk
j ��1 � Pathsshk

i �

Before the execution of PC for PE, all of the constraints in the KB are
pushed onto STACK. PC for PE pops a constraint shk

i from the STACK,
intersects it with its adjacent constraints in Adj(shk

i ), and composes it with the
constraints in Paths(shk

i ). Roughly speaking, Adj(shk
i ) consists of all LOC

constraints concerning evh only or evk only, plus all QUAL and LOC-QUAL
constraints relating evh and evk; Paths(shk

i ) consists of all QUAL and LOC-
QUAL constraints relating any periodic event evx with evh or with evk. When-
ever a new constraint is inferred, it is pushed onto the stack, in order to
propagate the new constraints it conveys. The algorithm stops when the
stack is empty (a state of quiescence is reached, i.e., no new constraint has
been inferred) or when an inconsistency is reported (by intersection or com-
position).

Even if this is not explicitly stated in PC for PE a constraint shk
i (with h � k)

involves a given correlation relation (say Con1), and constraints involving corre-
lations different from Con1 are not considered [are not part of Paths(shk

i )].
Regarding the computational complexity, in Ref. 63 we showed that PC for PE
operates in a time that is at worst cubic in the number N of periodic events being
considered in the temporal constraints. More specifically, PC for PE performs
O(H2 � K2 � N3) intersections and compositions, where H and K are the number
of bounds introduced by the user in order to specify the frame times and the
number of periods introduced by the user, respectively.

PC for PE is a path-consistency algorithm, repeatedly applying the operations
of intersection and composition (and inversion) until a state of quiescence is
reached. Thus, given the new definitions of the operations shown in this study and
the proofs that they are correct and do not loose information (See Theorem 1),
Property 2 follows:

PROPERTY 2. PC for PE is correct and does not lose information.
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3.7. Incompleteness of the Reasoning Process

A final remark concerns the incompleteness of path consistency for the our
high-level formalism. PC for PE shows two relevant types of incompleteness:

(i) Incompleteness with respect to the propagation of Allen’s qualitative temporal con-
straints. Because path consistency is not complete for Allen’s interval algebra, a
fortiori it is not complete for our temporal constraints (which include the interval
algebra for specifying the qualitative temporal constraints). Indeed, most AI ap-
proaches have accepted this form of incompleteness, claiming that a manager of
temporal constraints, being a knowledge server, should operate in polynomial time.
Moreover, many approaches showed that path consistency on Allen’s qualitative
relations provides reasonable results for most practical applications (see, e.g., Ref. 1
and the surveys in Refs. 4, 73, and 71). This is also our position.f

(ii) Incompleteness regarding the consistency check on the number of repetitions of events
in periods. The possibility of stating the number of repetitions of events in the (possibly
user-defined) periods is one of the main features of our formalism, and thus the lack
of the corresponding consistency check is a quite relevant drawback for the approach,
because some relevant inconsistencies cannot be detected. An extension of our ap-
proach to deal with this problem is discussed in the following section.

4. REPETITION-CHECK ALGORITHM

PC for PE repeatedly applying the operations of intersection (and composi-
tion) checks inconsistencies. However, intersection (and composition) operates on
two constraints at a time. On the other hand, in our approach more than two
constraints (involving different frame times and/or different periods) may concern
the same event. Thus, certain inconsistencies on the number of repetitions of an
event E can only be detected considering all the constraints concerning E at the
same time. For example, a, b, and c are pairwise consistent (thus no inconsistency
is found repeatedly applying intersection), but conjunctively inconsistent: (a)
eventX exactly twice each Monday, (b) eventX exactly twice each Tuesday, and (c)
eventX exactly three times each week (for the sake of brevity, in this section we
operate as if all the constraints had the very same frame time—the extensions to
deal with multiple different frame times are obvious). The algorithm to detect these
types of inconsistencies is based on E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST(E,P,KB),
which checks the consistency of the number of the repetitions of the event E in the
period P, given a KB of constraints in our formalism. For example, it discovers that
a, b, and c are inconsistent, because eventX cannot happen exactly 4 times and
exactly 3 times each week. E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST uses the following
functions (in this section we denote set membership by IN, to distinguish it from
the relation � indicating temporal restriction between periods). Get_repeti-
tions(E,S) is a function retrieving the number of repetitions of the event E, given

fAlternatively, we could restrict our attention to one of the known tractable subclasses of
Allen’s interval algebra (see, e.g., Refs. 51 and 24). However, it seems to us that, currently, it
is not clear enough which types of practical applications can be properly dealt with using such
subclasses and which not. Thus, to maintain the applicability of our approach at a range as large
as possible, we chose to deal with the whole algebra.
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the constraint S only. Period(S) is a function extracting the period from a constraint
S. For example, given C3 in the foregoing section:

(C3) [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] 3-times EACH Week 2-times U_Math(e,III_A)

BEFORE, AFTER�Clesson2-times U_Physe�,III_A)

we have, Get_repetitions(U_Phys(e�,III_A),C3) � 6; Period(C3) � Weeks.
Relative_Frequency (P1,P2) operates on two (user-defined) periods P1 and P2

and is defined by cases:

(1) Relative_Frequency(P1,P2) � 1 if the relation between the two periods P1 and P2 is
�T or ≺ or � or �INC or ≺�1 or ��1 or �INC�1

or ��1; e.g., Relative_Frequency-
(Days, Mondays) � 1

(2) Relative_Frequency(P1,P2) � the relative frequency of P1 and P2 if the relation
between P1 and P2 is �I or �I

�1 [in such a case, it gives the same values as the
function relative frequency used in the definitions of intersection and composition; e.g.,
Relative_Frequency(Days, Weeks) � relative frequency (Days, Weeks) � 7];

(3) Relative_Frequency(P1,P2) � 0 otherwise.

T_Disjoint(P1,P2) is a predicate that is true if the two periods P1 and P2 are
temporally disjoint (e.g., Mondays and Tuesdays); T_Cover(P1,P2) is true if the
instances of P1 temporally cover completely the instances of P2 [e.g., T_Cover-
(Days, Weeks) is true].

E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST is based on the 10 relations between periods
in Section 3.1 (plus the predicates T_Disjoint and T-Cover). The idea is the
following. Given a period P, and the set LOC_CON of temporal constraints
concerning the periodicity of an event E, all the constraints S� in LOC_CON such
that P is in the relation �T or � or �I

�1 with Period(S�) provide the exact number
of repetitions of E in P. More specifically, if P �T Period(S�) or P � Period(S�) the
number of repetitions can be extracted directly from S� {function Get_repetitions;
in this case, Relative_Frequency (P, Period(S�)) � 1); if P �I

�1 Period(S�) and
T_Covers [P, Period(S�)) the number of repetitions must be obtained by multiply-
ing Get_repetitions (E, S) with the RF between P and Period(S�) [e.g., P � Weeks,
Period(S) � Days, Relative_Frequency(Period(S), P) � 7]. On the other hand, all
the constraints S� in LOC_CON, such that P is in the relation ��1 or ≺�1 or �I

�1

with Period(S�) and T_Cover(Period(S�),P) is not true, provide a lower limit for the
number of repetitions of E in P. For example, let us suppose we have (a) E 2-times
EACH Monday; (b) E 2-times EACH Sunday, (c) E 3-times EACH weekend, and
that the period P we consider is Week. From a and b E happened at least four times
each week, and from c E happened at least 3 times each week. However, because
Monday and weekend are temporally disjoint, from a and c E happened at least five
times each week. Generally one has to consider all the maximal sets of constraints
such that all the periods they contain are temporally disjoint and then evaluate
(using addition) the number of repetitions for each set. Then, the maximum of these
numbers can be taken as lower bound for the repetitions of the event in P. In the
foregoing example, the maximal set of constraints containing temporally disjoint
sets of periods are {a, b} and {a, c}, and the number of repetitions is four for the
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first set and five for the second set, so that five can be taken as lower bound.
Finally, all the constraints S� in LOC_CON such that P is in one of the other
relations (e.g., #) with Period(S�) do not provide any constraint on the number of
repetitions of E in P (e.g., if P � Mondays and S � E 2-times EACH Friday). Thus,
E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST checks that

(1) all the constraints S in LOC_CON such that P is in the relation �T or � or �I
�1 with

Period(S�) (�T or � or �I
�1 are defined in section 3.1) and such that T_Covers(P,

Period(S�)) is true provide the same number of repetitions for E (let X be such a
number),

(2) all the constraints S� in LOC_CON such that P is in the relation ��1 or ≺�1 or �I
�1

Period(S�) and not T_Cover(Period(S�), P) with Period(S�) provide a lower limit for
the number of repetitions for E, which is not greater than X.

The overall check on the consistency of the number of repetitions of events in a KB
can be simply performed (after the application of PC for PE) by repeatedly
applying E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST until all events and periods in KB are
considered or an inconsistency is detected.

E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST(E,P,KB)
LOC_CON 4 set of all the constraints S of type �LOC� or �LOC-QUAL�

in knowledge base involving the event E
EXACT_CON 4 set of all constraints S� in LOC_CON such that P �T

Period(S�) or P � Period(S�) or
(P �I

�1 Period(S�) and T_Cover(Period(S�),P))
ATLEAST_CON 4 set of all constraints S� in LOC_CON such that

or P ≺�1 Period(S�) or (P �I
�1 Period(S�) and NOT

T_Cover(Period(S�),P))
FOR EACH constraint S IN EXACT_CON DO

Get_repetitions(E,S) � Relative_Frequency(Period(S),P)
Check that the number of repetitions is the same for each S in EXACT-
_CON. OD

IF the number of repetitions is the same THEN
let X be the number of repetitions
DISJ_A_S 4 set of maximal sets of constraints S� in ATLEAST_CON
such that

@ Set IN DISJ_A_S, @ S1, S2 IN Set, the following hold:
(Period(S1) # Period(S2) AND
T_Disjoint(Period(S1),Period(S2)))

Y 4 MAXSetINDISJ_A_S (�SINSet Get_repetitions(E,S) � Relative_Fre-
quency(Period(S),P)
IF (EXACT_CON � A and X � Y) THEN RETURN (“Inconsistent”)
ELSE RETURN (“OK”)

ELSE RETURN(“Inconsistent”)
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5. ARCHITECTURE OF THE TEMPORAL MANAGER
FOR PERIODIC EVENTS

The TeMP� system has been designed on the basis of the approach described
in this study. TeMP� is a general-purpose temporal manager dealing with user-
defined periods and temporal constraints about periodic events. The architecture of
the temporal manager for periodic events is shown in Figure 5 (boxes denote
modules and ovals represent data).

The interface module manages the interaction with the user, allowing the
insertion/deletion of user-defined period definitions and temporal constraints about
periodic events (using the formalism described in Section 2), as well as queries.
Insertions and deletions build up the KB of periodic event constraints and the KB
of user-defined period definitions. The heuristic rules manager is an auxiliary
module that operates on the definitions of periods provided by the user and gives
as output the relation holding between each pair of periods, on the basis of a set of
heuristic rules (see Ref. 63). The basic reasoning module is PC for PE, which is
based on the algorithm shown in Subsection 3.6. PC for PE takes in input the KB
of temporal constraints about periodic events and the knowledge base of temporal
relations between periods and checks the consistency of the temporal constraints
and infers new constraints. To operate, the PC for PE module takes advantage of
three different modules, which operate on the different components of our temporal
constraints. The frame time manager takes in input two frame times F1 and F2 and
provides as output three (possibly empty) sets of frame times: F1–F2 (i.e., the
difference between F1 and F2), F2–F1, and F1 � F2. The qualitative relations
manager is simply our implementation of Allen’s operations of inversion, inter-
section, and composition of interval algebra relations. Finally, the third module
implements our operations of inversion, intersection, and composition. Repetition
check checks the consistency of the number of repetitions of events in periods (see
Section 4). Given a user-defined period definition, one could ask the temporal
location of the instances of the period in a given frame time (e.g., one could want
in output the list of all Mondays between 1-1-2000 and 6-1-2000). This operation
is managed by the unfolding manager. Besides these queries, TeMP� also deals
with different types of queries on the KB of periodic events constraints.

Figure 5. Architecture of the TeMP system.
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5.1. Query Answering in the Temporal Manager for Periodic Events

Given a KB in which consistency has been checked and the constraints have
been propagated (via the path-consistency and the repetitions-check algorithms
described in Sections 3 and 4), different types of queries are supported in our
approach.

Yes/no queries. It is important to provide users with the possibility of asking whether a
given set Q of constraints is consistent with the KB. The consistency of a conjunction Q of
constraints can be checked (in polynomial time) by adding the constraints Q to the
knowledge base and by checking the consistency of the KB � Q as shown in Sections 3
and 4 (consider, e.g., Q1 below).

(Q1) Consistent? KB1, [3-1-2000, 6-30-2000] EACH 1st-Monday-of-Month test_
French(e,III_A) (BEFORE, AFTER) U_French(e�,III_A))

Period-based queries. Given a period P (e.g., P � Monday), one may ask which events
necessarily occurred in P (consider, e.g., Q2). These queries can be answered by consid-
ering that all events E� occurred in a period P� such that P �T P� or P � P� or P ≺�1 P�
or P �I

�1 P� necessarily occurred also in P (e.g., if P � Mondays and P� � Days; P � P�).
In all the other cases, events might have occurred in P (e.g., if P � Mondays and P� �
Weeks � P ≺ P��, because if E� occurred exactly n-times each week, it may be the case
that E� occurred n�-times (n� � n) each Monday), but this is not certain given the
knowledge base. Thus, it is enough to retrieve all the constraints in which its period P� is
in the relation P �T P� or P � P� or P ≺�1 P� or P �I

�1 P� with P and possibly to omit
the qualitative constraints between events from the answer, if they have not been requested
explicitly in the query.

(Q2) Events_in_Period? KB1, Tuesdays)

Event-based queries. Given a periodic event E, one may want to extract all the constraints
concerning E from the KB (periods, number of repetitions, and qualitative relations with
other events; consider, e.g., Q3). This can be done simply by a retrieval operation on the
knowledge base. If the query concern only the periods and the number of repetitions in
these periods, the qualitative constraints are omitted from the answer.

(Q3) When_Event? (KB1, U_Phys)

Periodicity � event-based queries. Given an event E and a period P, one may ask how
many times did E occur in P (consider, e.g., Q4). The algorithm to answer this type of
query is analogous to E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST. In particular, if knowledge base
contains at least one constraint S� concerning E such that P �T Period(S�) or P �
Period(S�) or (P �I

�1 Period(S�) and T_Cover(Period(S�), P)), the exact number of
repetitions can be extracted from S�. Otherwise, if the knowledge base contains a nonempty
set of constraint S� concerning E such that P ≺�1 Period(S�) or (P �I

�1 Period(S�) and
NOT T_Cover(Period(S�), P)), the lower bound of the number of repetitions can be
extracted from the constraints in such a set as shown in E_P_REPETITION_CONSIST.

(Q4) How_Many_Times? (KB1, U_Phys, Weeks)
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6. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The approach in this study is a first step toward the final goal of filling the gap
between the complexity of temporal constraints about periodic events in the real
world (as arising from many application areas, including planning, scheduling,
work flow analysis, manufacturing, office automation, protocols, and active data-
bases management, and as widely analyzed in the linguistic literature, see, e.g.,
Ref. 69) and current artificial intelligence constraint–based approaches to temporal
reasoning. To achieve such a goal, we integrated and widely extended different
results from the temporal databases and the artificial intelligence community. In
particular, in this study we proposed an approach that copes with all the issues in
i–iv addressed in the Section 1. Unfortunately, the extended expressive power of
our formalism has its own price. Because we consider different components of the
temporal constraints between periodic events (namely, frame time, user-defined
period, quantifies, e-Time) and their interplay with each other, our overall approach
is more complex than related ones in the literature. For instance, we could not
provide easy tabular definitions of our intersection and composition operators such
as in Refs. 1, 46 and 47. A sketchy comparison of our approach with approaches
discussed in Refs. 1, 46, and 47, which are the approaches in the literature closest
to the one in our study paper, is provided in Section 6.1. However, our approach
covers categories of temporal constraints that are not considered by any other
constraint-based approach to periodic events in the literature (this point in further
focused on in Subsection 6.2). Of course, further extensions are needed to achieve
our final goal (filling the gap) and some of them are reported in Subsection 6.3.

6.1. Evaluation of Our Approach: Comparisons

Although, probably, Allen’s algebra1 originally was intended to cope with
instances of events, one can use a set of Allen’s constraints to model temporal
constraints on classes of events (e.g., to model constraints in a general plan, which,
obviously, admits many different instantiations3 such as, to build a house, build the
walls before the roof. In such a case, the implicit quantifier one adopts usually is
“always and only.” In Morris et al.’s approach46,47 which is explicitly devoted to
the treatment of periodic events, an explicit quantifier (SOMETIMES, ALWAYS,
ONLY, or ALWAYS_AND_ONLY) is paired to a constraint in Allen’s algebra to
form a qualitative constraint between periodic events. However, Morris only deals
with “absolute” qualitative relations between periodic events, without considering
frame times, periods, and numeric quantifiers. Thus, roughly speaking (and ne-
glecting Morris’ use of different quantifiers), Morris’ temporal constraints are a
restriction of our constraints of type QUAL. On the other hand, in our LOC-QUAL
constraints, we also consider frame times, (user-defined) periods, and numeric
quantifiers. Thus, although the elements in Morris et al.’s algebra are 4 � 213

(remember that the elements in Allen’s algebra are 213), we have a potentially
infinite number of elements in our approach. As regards temporal reasoning, as in
Refs. 1, 46, and 47, we defined the operators of inversion, intersection, and
composition, which are closed with respect to our formalism (see Property 1). Of
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course, our constraint language is more expressive, so we could not provide a
compact and easy definition like the ones in Refs. 1, 46, and 47 for our operators.
However, as in Allen’s approach,1,5 we provided a logical formalization of the
semantics of our constraints63 and, on the basis of such a semantics, we proved the
correctness of the definition of our operators. On the other hand, such a proof was
not given by Morris et al.46,47 regarding their approach.g It is worth noticing that
if we limit our attention to QUAL constraints without frame time in our approach
and we neglect the use of the quantifiers ALWAYS, SOMETIMES, and ONLY in
Refs. 46 and 47, we find that our definitions of inversion, intersection, and
composition in our study correspond to those in Refs. 1, 46, and 47. In addition, our
path-consistency algorithm is an extension of the algorithms of Allen and Morris
et al., which deal with multiple constraints between a pair of nodes. On the other
hand, because their constraints are less expressive, problems like the ones we faced
in Section 4 of this study do nor arise in Refs. 1, 46, and 47.

6.2. Other Related Works

Current AI and TDB approaches do not propose an homogeneous framework
to deal with all of the components of temporal constraints about periodic events
that we discussed in this study, and these approaches can be (roughly) classified
into three main types, depending on the information they deal with (data expres-
siveness8 and on the techniques they adopt.

The first type of approach, developed especially in the area of TDB, focused
on the treatment of periods (strongly periodic events, in the terms in Ref. 66; e.g.,
days and weeks). For example, calendar dates, data periodicity, and/or different
time granularities are supported in Refs. 38, 17, 31, 32, 52, 8, 74, 10, 9, and 11. For
instance, Kabanza31 extended classical relational databases to deal with periodic
data by representing infinite temporal information by generalized tuples defined by
linear repeating points (points of the form c1 � c2X) and constraints on these
points (e.g., X1 � X2 � c3). Because many date conventions exist, many
approaches pointed out the necessity of providing facilities for developing user-
defined calendar definitions to represent periods. For example, Stonebraker [Stone-
braker, 90] pointed out that the yield calculation on financial bonds uses a calendar
that has 30 days in every month for date arithmetic but 365 days in the year for the

gThus, the constraints in our high-level formalism can be seen as a user-friendly shorthand
for a set of logical formulaes representing the semantics of the constraints and our algebraic
operations of inversion, intersection, and composition can be seen as a precompilation of a set
of inferences that could be drawn (less efficiently) by a standard theorem prover for the
first-order logic. However, constraint-based approaches usually are more efficient than their
corresponding logical counterparts. Let us consider, e.g., the first example of composition
introduced in Subsection 3.4 (i.e., C4 @ C25). Given the “precompilation” in Table I, entry C1*
� C2*, the output C26 is inferred in one step of computation by our reasoning algorithm. On the
other hand, if we use a logical representation for these constraints (i.e., a proper instantiation of
axioms A1QUAL-A5QUAL and a theorem prover to draw the proofs (inferences), proofs may be
very long and time-consuming. Analogous considerations were made by Allen1,2,5 considering
his algebra.
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actual yield calculation; Soo58 listed many examples of different calendric systems,
emphasizing that the use of a calendar depends on the cultural, legal, and even
business orientation of the user. Thus, many approaches, such as those shown in
Refs. 38, 58, 16, 19–21, 57, 74, 10, 9, and 11, provided facilities for representing
user-defined periods and granularities. Recently, Tuzhilin and Clifford66 pointed
out that three different types of periodic events can be distinguished: (1) strongly
periodic events, occurring at equally distant intervals of time (e.g., Mondays,
months; these events also will be called periods); (2) nearly periodic events,
occurring at regular intervals of time, but not necessarily at equally distant intervals
[e.g., a person going to the cinema once each week (and thus at regular intervals)
but not necessarily the same day (thus not at equally distant intervals)]; (3)
intermittent events, which occur repeatedly in time but without any regularity
(Tuzhilin provides the example of a man visiting a pub “periodically,” meaning
that the visits can be quite irregular). Tuzhilin and Clifford pointed out that
previous approaches to periodicity in the literature only took into account strongly
periodic events and proposed an approach to deal also with nearly periodic events.
However, none of the approaches in this mainstream deals with temporal con-
straints between periodic events, such as the qualitative relation in Example 1
(which holds between two intermittent events) and Examples 3, 4, 5, and 7 in
Section 1 (which hold at a given strong periodicity, e.g., “week” in Example 4, and
impose a constraint on two related nearly periodic events, e.g., “two units of math”
and “two units of physics” in Example 4). In fact, although some temporal
databases approaches (see, e.g., Refs. 56, 60, 57, and 29) also support Allen-like
qualitative relations in the queries (query expressiveness,8 they cannot insert
qualitative relations as temporal data (data expressiveness8 in the database (which
contains, at most, frame times and/or periods). Thus, these approaches do not need
to support the reasoning techniques that are necessary in case one wants to deal
with a database containing also qualitative relations as data (to check, e.g., the
temporal consistency of the database; see, e.g., Ref. 15 regarding nonperiodic
events and relational databases).

The approaches of the second type (developed both in AI and TDB are logical
approaches, mainly proposing first-order or modal logic to deal with periodic
events (consider, e.g., Refs. 68 and 25). Considering in detail all logical ap-
proaches, dealing with periodicity is a very challenging and wide task, which
would lead us away from the goals of this study. However, notice that although
logical approaches capture different aspects of periodicity, most of them do not
deal in detail with temporal constraints about periodic events (see, Ref. 7), such as
those shown in Examples 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7. More importantly, usually purely logical
approaches dealing with time and/or other phenomena do not take into account.

(i) The problem of devising specialized reasoning techniques, in order to improve com-
putational efficiency

(ii) The problem that it usually is very difficult and time expensive for a user to build up
a real and large knowledge/data base using directly a logical formalism.

Taking into accounts problems i and ii, the approaches of the third type
(mainly carried on within the artificial intelligence community) focused on the
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design of restricted and specialized constraint formalisms, which provide a limited
set of high-level (and hopefully user-friendly) constructs. These approaches are the
closest to our approach in this article. In fact, they paid most attention to the
treatment of temporal constraints, and, in particular, of qualitative relations
between periodic events (see, e.g., Refs. 35, 36, 39, 42, 46, and 47). Qualitative
relations are very important in many intelligent activities, spanning from planning
(see, e.g., Ref. 13) to medical diagnosis and reasoning (see, e.g., Ref. 33). On the
other hand, Loganantharaj43 took into account only durations of repeated events.
Following Allen’s influential proposal1 most of these approaches are algebraic
approaches that introduce a specialized formalism in order to represent temporal
information and perform temporal reasoning through a path-consistency algorithm
that repeatedly applies the operations of intersection and composition. A first
drawback of many of such approaches (consider, e.g., Refs. 42, 46, and 47) is that
they generally lack rigorous proof of correctness for the operators. However, the
main advantage of the approach presented in this study, with respect to the
algebraic approaches in Refs. 35, 36, 39, 42, 46, 47, and 75, is the expressive power
of our formalism. In fact, the approaches in the literature only deal with qualitative
relations between events and possibly with quantifiers; however, at most one
quantifier is admitted in each constraint (Refs. 46 and 47). Thus, they only consider
“period-independent” qualitative temporal constraints, in which neither frame
times nor periods can be taken into account (in the terms in Ref. 66, only
intermittent events are coped with; nearly periodic events, as in Examples 3, 4, 5,
and 7 are not considered). Moreover, numeric quantifiers indicating the number of
repetitions (at a given period) of events cannot be taken into account; thus, e.g.,
they cannot deal with the temporal constraints in Examples 3, 4, 5, and 7).
Therefore, although the limited expressive power allows these approaches to
propose compact definitions of composition and intersection (see, e.g., Ref. 47), the
practical applicability of these approaches is quite limited.

6.3. Our Previous Works

Finally, let us compare our current work with our previous approach. In Refs.
61 and 63, we proposed an approach dealing with frame times, periods, and
qualitative relations between periodic events, but not with numeric quantifiers. In
Ref. 63 we also introduced an ad hoc logical theory we used in order to give a
formal semantics to part of the formalism. In this study we proposed a new
approach that deals with the phenomena in Refs. 61 and 63, and, in addition, that

(1) Deals with numeric quantifiers stating the number of repetitions of events
(2) Supports specialized forms of reasoning about the number of repetitions of events in

periods
(3) Answers different types of queries; despite the fact that querying is the most common

way of interacting with a temporal manager, the problem of providing a rich query
language and of supporting the reasoning procedures needed in order to answer queries
often has been considered only marginally in the AI literature

In particular, let us focus on point 1. Although the extension to deal with numeric
quantifiers can be regarded as a minor change in the syntactic form of the constraint
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formalism, it constitutes a very relevant change in the expressive power and in the
semantics of the constraint formalism, with a dramatic impact also on the definition
of the operations and on the reasoning mechanisms.

Regarding the expressive power, the use of numeric quantifiers is pervasive
of many applications of intelligent activities such as planning, scheduling, work
flow analysis, manufacturing, office automation, and triggering of rules in active
databases (throughout this study we showed an application of our work to the
scheduling of a class in a school, where the use of numeric quantifiers is an
essential requirement). Our high-level formalism provides a very large and flexible
range of uses of numeric quantifiers. Considering LOC constraints, numeric
quantifiers can be used to state the exact number of repetitions of a periodic event
in each instance of a given period, as in Example 9, between 3-1-2000 and
6-30-2000, the class III_A had a French test twice each month.

Within QUAL constraints, numeric quantifiers indicate the number of repe-
titions of two events, which are in a given qualitative relation, such as in Example
7, while both types of numeric quantifications may be present in LOC-QUAL
constraints, such as in Example 4.

As a natural consequence of the extended expressive power, our operations of
inversion, intersection, and composition had to be completely redefined with
respect to the operations in Refs. 61 and 63, in order to face problems concerning
the interplay between periods and quantifiers such as those sketched in the second
part of Subsection 3.1. This involved, among other things, the theoretical work of
proving that the new operations are correct (see Theorem 1); this, in turn, involved
an in-depth revision and extension of the logical framework we used in order to
specify the semantics of the constraints of our high-level language.

The introduction of numeric quantification also forced us to introduce spe-
cialized techniques of temporal reasoning about the number of repetitions of events
in user-defined periods (see Section 4). In Section 5 we showed how these
techniques can be profitably adapted in order to provide query-answering facilities.

In Ref. Terenziani, 00] we faced a different but related problem, namely, the
integration of temporal constraints on periodic events with temporal constraints on
their instances. Such an integration is very important in many practical applica-
tions, e.g., in scheduling, planning, work flows, guidelines, and protocols. In fact,
temporal constraints such as those in this study can be used, e.g., to describe
temporal constraints on the actions of a general (abstract) plan. Temporal con-
straints on instances can give indications on when such actions have been executed
within specific instantiations of the general plan, and integrated temporal reasoning
could be important in order to check whether the specific occurrences satisfy the
constraints in the general plan (i.e., whether they are consistent with the temporal
constraints in the general plan). In particular, in Ref. 64 the availability of the
following was presumed:

(i) A temporal manager such as TeMP�, dealing with temporal constraints between
periodic events (such as the ones we discussed in this study
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(ii) A temporal manager such as LaTeR13,14,18 dealing with temporal constraints about
specific instances of events (e.g., yesterday there was a unit of math before a unit of
Physics)

Then, we analyzed the theoretical and practical issues underlying such an integration.
In particular, we studied solutions of increasing complexity for the integration problem,
depending on how precise the temporal observations were on the instances of events.
Thus, based on Ref. 64 we extended the approach shown in this study to consider also
temporal constraints on instances of periodic/repeated events.

6.4. Future Work

Although we believe that the approach in this study is the most expressive one
dealing with temporal constraints about periodic (repeated) events in the literature,
additional extensions and work are needed in order to fill the gap with respect to
the complexity of temporal constraints emerging from real-world applications (and
from the linguistic analysis). In particular, currently, we are investigating the
possibility of extending our framework in order to deal also with quantifiers such
as ALWAYS, ONLY, and SOMETIMES in Refs. 46 and 47 (basically, in our
current approach, we only deal with the ALWAYS-AND-ONLY quantifier in
Morris et al.). On the other hand, the treatment of fuzzy quantifiers (such as “often”
and “seldom35,36”) probably would involve a shift toward a probabilistic approach,
which is outside our current goals. We are also planning to extend our approach in
order to deal with (possibly period-dependent) temporal constraints on the duration
of repeated/periodic events (see, e.g., Ref. 43) and to consider also not precise
numeric quantification, as well as a nonstrict interpretation of numeric quantifiers
in LOC-QUAL constraints.h However, in considering these extensions, we keep in
mind the fact that we want to retain the tractability of the path-consistency–based
temporal reasoning on the formalism. For example, in Ref. 63 we showed that the
addition of an intersection operator to the component of our formalism, which
deals with user-defined periods, makes path consistency intractable.

From the theoretical point of view, it might be interesting to study whether
there are fragments of our formalism for which complete constraint propagation is
tractable, thus paralleling the work done with Allen’s algebra,51,40,45,24 consider-
ing nonperiodic events. However, we tend to believe that restricting our language
would compromise its practical usefulness, so that we are more inclined to
“controlled” extensions than to restrictions.

hIn the nonstrict interpretation, numeric quantifiers can be seen as a lower bound on the
number of occurrences of events in periods. For instance, a temporal constraint such as Example
4, between 3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, three times each week the class III_A attended two units of
mathematics before or after two units of physics, could be interpreted as stating that, between
3-1-2000 and 6-30-2000, each week, there are at least (and not “exactly”, as in the strict
interpretation we gave in this study) six occurrences of units of mathematics and six occurrences
of units of physics such that the foregoing temporal constraints hold. Thus, the nonstrict
interpretation obviously implies that there might be other occurrences of math and physics each
week, not mentioned within the temporal constraint.
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Finally, we are planning to apply (part of) the approach described in this study
to a project in cooperation with CIMe, Azienda Ospedaliera S. Giovanni Battista,
Turin, Italy, to deal with temporal constraints about periodic events in clinical
guidelines64 (e.g., constraints in clinical therapies, which usually are constituted by
a well-ordered set of actions to be repeated at regular times).
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AQ1 All vectors & matrices are boldface & are denoted by a wavy underscore. Please
check all markings carefully thru-out.

AQ2 Refs. should not be cited in the Abstract.

AQ3 Pls. define QUAL.

AQ4 Dates OK as meant per style?

AQ5 Pls. define LOC.

AQ6 Pls. note for dates—1st numeral represents month, 2nd numeral represents
day—I have transposed order per style. Pls. check thru-out.

AQ7 “and-ing” OK or adding?

AQ8 Boldface OK when printed boldface? Pls. check throughout.

AQ9 Pls. define PC & PE.

AQ10 OK as meant?

AQ11 Pls. provide name, city, and state/country of publ.

AQ12 Pls. provide editors, city & state/country of publ. & page range.

AQ13 Pls. provide vol. no.

AQ14 Pls. provide name, city, state/country of publ. & year published.

AQ15 Pls. provide page range.

AQ16 Pls. provide chapter title, editors, city & state/country of publ. & year.

AQ17 Pls. provide page range.
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AQ18 Pls. provide publisher & city & state/country where it is located, & year, it was
published.

AQ19 Pls. provide page range.

AQ20 Pls. provide name of publ. & city, state/country where it is located.

AQ21 Pls. provide name of publ. & the city, state/country where it is located & the
year published.

AQ22 Pls. provide journal title, vol. no. & year.

AQ23 Pls. provide vol. no.

AQ24 Pls. provide name of publ. & the city & state/country where it is located, &
page range & year published.

AQ25 Pls. provide publisher & its city & state/country & year published.

AQ26 Pls. provide vol. no.

AQ27 Pls. provide vol. no. & year.

AQ28 Pls. provide city & state/country where publ. is located.

AQ29 Pls. provide city & state/country of publ.

AQ30 City & state of publ OK?

AQ31 Pls. provide publ. & its city & state/country, year published, & page range.

AQ32 Pls. spell out.

AQ33 Pls. provide editors.

AQ34 Pls. spell out.
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AQ35 Pls. provide city & state of publ.

AQ36 Footnote OK?
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